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Select Drug Program® formulary updates
and safe prescribing procedures
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We are committed to providing comprehensive prescription drug coverage with drugs that have
been selected for their reported medical effectiveness, safety, and value, along with promoting
safe prescribing and managing cost. As such, we routinely update our drug formulary and
review our list of drugs requiring prior authorization as part of our procedures for safe
prescribing. These updates are approved by our Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee.

Standard quarterly updates to the Select Drug Program
®

 formulary effective July 1, 2014
include:

Additions of generic and brand drugs to the formulary
Deletions of brand drugs from the formulary
Additions to the list of drugs that require prior authorization
Addition to the list of drugs with quantity limits
Deletion to the list of drugs that require prior authorization

Prior authorization updates
To help ensure that our members are using prescription drugs safely, we are adding prior
authorization requirements to certain prescription medications. Prior authorization requirements
were placed on the following drugs when they entered the marketplace:

FarxigaTM

ImbruvicaTM

OlysioTM

OtrexupTM

SovaldiTM

StendraTM

On July 1, 2014, we will add a prior authorization requirement to the following drugs:

Adasuve®

Advair®
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AerospanTM

Alvesco®

ExalgoTM

FetzimaTM

Flovent®

Pulmicort Flexhaler®

Prior authorization has been removed from the drug Tecfidera®. 

Quantity Limit updates
Effective July 1, 2014, we are adding a quantity limit to the following drug:

Zomig® Spray 2.5mg (9 bottles per 30 days)

Communications to members
All members affected by the updates will be notified this week with a letter. We will not be
separately communicating these changes to group customers.

Please refer to the full list of formulary updates for more information. 

If you have any questions, please contact your AmeriHealth New Jersey broker representative.

To ensure you receive your AmeriHealth New Jersey emails, please add brokerbriefs@amerihealth.com to your address book.
If you received this email in error, or do not wish to receive future emails from us, unsubscribe.
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